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7SenatorsDenyPlea
For 4 Neutral Members
DEC, 5—Independents
tonight denied four senior Sen
ate representatives when I
three-quarter majority faild
to support the propsed amendment to- the constitution. The
amendment received 16 of the

Goldwater
Denies Quote

lecessary 19 votes to amend
_ie Senate's constitution.
Senatois who . successfully
blocked the proposal were:
seniors Ramsay, Bard, Lynch
Reese, and Wiener; Junior representative Anderson,, a n d
S o p h o m o r e representative
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Faculty Salaries Rising
But Still Relatively Low

recently - released Presi- ty members; professors ember 1, I960, these new .salary
dent's Report.
$1,000; associate profes- scales for fulltime teachers
Faculty salaries at Trin- The current College bud- sors, $750; assistant pro- have been established: full
Back to Committee
A straw vote referred the ity for the 1960-61 acade- get provides for the follow- fessors $550; and instruc- professors, minimum $9,000,
measure back to the Election nic yearxhave risen sub- ing across -the -board in- tors, $500. '
m a x i m u m Si3,000; associate
'ommittee after many of stantially, according- to the creases for -"uU-time facul- In addition, effective Sept- p r o f essors, minimum $7,500,
Waggett.

•

••" •''

BY JOHN HENRY

> -.,

those rejecting it said four inm a x i m u m , $9,750; assistant
p r o f essors, minimum, $6,000,
DEC 5 — According to the dependent senators- would be
1.
Number
of
full-time
TRINITY
AMHERST WESLEYAN WILLIAMS maximum $7,300; a n d instrucHarvard Crimson, Senator.Bar- too many. They felt, however, faculty members . in the
t o r s , mimimum $5,000, maxiry Goldwater has denied that that independent representa1959-1960 academic year
132
106
109
104
mum $6,000.
he said Communism flourishes tion should be increased.
2.
Number
of
undergradin institutions not using the Senators also failed to pass
1963-1964 Increase Anticipated
stafraternity system in his speech the McNulty amendment which uates (latest available
The College Hopes to adjust
:
1099
before the National Inter- would have limited junior rep- tistics) 1018
984762
these ,-scales upward in the
resentation
from
any'one
frafraternity Council last month.
3. Faculty-student ratio
1/9.6
1/9.3
1/9.4
1963-1964 budget, the report
1/5.8
ternity to two. Sen. Gordon
In a letter to a Harvard stu- Ramsey
4.
Minimum
Salaries
as
said.
tlhe measure dedent, Goldwater said that tliie feated itssaid
of 9-1-60.
How do Trinity salaries conv
purpose
by
emphawire service had misquoted sizing the element of fraterni- Professor
$10,000
Figures
pare with those of other New
$9,000
Figures
him. He said he had looked ties in the Senate.
Associate Prof,
England liberal arts colleges
$8,000
$7,500
not
not
over the manuscript for his
1
such as Amherst, Wesleyan or
Assistant Prof.
$6,000
$5,600
available
available
Reading
Period
speech and found no such reWilliams, with roughly the
Instructor
Speaking
on
the
reading
$5,000
$5,000
same student enrollment and
BBYN MAWB GREEK Professor Mabel L a p g discusses mark.
before final e x a m s
5. Maximum Salaries as
The original AP story said week
number of fulltime faculty
disc6very of tablets from.Pylos' Palace of Nestor before 125 in Goldwater
Sen.
Roy
P
r
i
c
e
stated
he
of
9-1-60
had made the state- would be contacting other
members?
Chemistry Auditorium in annual Charles Moore Lectfire.
Professor
•
•
Figures
Figures
$15,000
$13,000
ment in a press conference colleges to find out if they reThe American Association of
(Photo by Dole)
$9,000
not
not
$9,750
preeeeding the speech, not ceived academic credit for the! Associate Prof.
University Professors Bulletin
$7,800
during it.
. reading period. Dean Lacy re- Assistant Prof.
available
available
has c o m p u t e d the averaga
€
$5,500
At the University of Michi- ported faculty reaction " was Instructor
$6,000
salaries of some 350 foui*-year
The following figures
gan, a group calling itself divided. '
,
American c o l l e g e s for tha
Loyal Americans Committed Sen. John Romig asked the were prepared hy ' the
school year 1959-1960. Here is
to tlhe Responsibility of Eradi- Senate to support the Youth American Association of
how Trinity stacked up against
cating -Disloyalty and Un- Peace Corp by bringing it to University Professors :
the "Little Three:" Trinity
Americanism in Fraternities the attention of the student
$7,902; Amherst $9,655; Wes.
6. Average faculty salCLACREDUF) has-planned to body.
leyan $9,985; Williams $8,828,
aries, 1959-1960, as comBy JOHN WITHEBINGTON Civilization of 1200 B.C., Pro- petition Harvard's President
Fringe Benefits Included
Date
Tickets
puted
by
AAUP
$8,826
$9,985
$7,902
$9,655
GCT\ 8—The recent discovers fessor. Mabel Lang said to- Pusey "beseeching him to sal- Date tickets to the football
These figures, incidentally,
7.
Eating
on
AAUP
avervage his institution by insti- games will continue to sell for
of 3,000 year-old tablets from night.
take
into account any fringe
B
B
B
D
the Palace of Nestor at Pylos, The Bryn Mawr Greek pro- tuting the loyal fraternity sys- t w o dollars, reported S e n . age salaries scale
benefits, faculty members re8.
Rating
on
AAUP
minfessor
delivered,
the
annual
tern." They plan to ask Sena- George Lynch.- This is the
Greece, adds greatly to presceive from their colleges.
• B
B
B
G
ent knowledge of Mycenaen Charles E,_ Moore Lecture for tor Goldwater for the first only sport on which the ath- imum salaries scale
The Bulletin has rated by
tihe promotion of Greek Stud- signature. .
9, Endowment as of June
letic department can profit fimeans of a letter grade both
ies to an audience of 125 in the
$10,479,623 $25,379,844 $26,700,000 $21,364,094 the minimum and average sal*
nacially, he said. Another sena- 11, 1959
Chemistry Auditorium. The
tor revealed that dates could be
aries of. each institution reportfirst Woman to give the Moore
smuggled in 'with, general ading.
Lecture, Professor Lang dismission tickets which cost
For average salaries, th«
cussed "New Light on the Myonly $1.25.
AAUP gave Trinity a D, whila
cenean World: Palace Records
each of its three rivals re. Increased library hours and The Spanish Club was grantAccording to statistics from at Pylos."
ceived a B.
the
extension of the period for ed $60.00 for a movie.
the Treasurer's Office the Trin- Using slides to supplement which
a book may be borrowed Election committee Chairher
lecture,
she
told
of
the
The association arrived at
ity student is a most generous construction, storage and sig- froin two weeks to two months man Robert Brown reported
these findings on average salindividual.
«rQ nificance of the clay tablets are two new library policies that -S5.2 per cent of the fresharies u s i n g tha standards
For examnle, during the 59- uncovered in the excavation of which have been successfully man class Shad participated in
shown on Page 2.
originally
hoped
to
join
a
fraof
membership.
By
DAN
COTTA
'60 school year the undergrad- the royal palace at Pylos.
attempted in the last year, it the preliminary class election,
. Changes Since Last Year
ternity, ; tihey've. made . such . . . Club... Aetl'wtww -- uate body contributed $1,480 to Tablets Sell About Business
•'- ;BrbvmeH:: Club's Tecent- at- good
friends at Brownell they The Brownell Club is v e r y As these figures applied ta
'tile Scholarship Funtf whenno The t a b l e t s , discovered "Annual Report" by the Li- previous freshman elections. tempts to be allowed into the
wouldn't
if they were much like a fraternity in its the 1959-60 academic year, they
request for the money was throughout the entire palace brarian for 1959-60.
IFC sing and their success in given the change
opportunity.
activities. On b i g weekends it do not reflect the hike in.salmade. This considerable sum due to the collapse of several In order to provide improved
shaving their flag placed with
holds parties, participates in aries at Trinity effective last
Home for Townies
was donated, in the form, of walls, give an excellent ac- service for Trinity students
the fraternity flags in the
athletics, and supports Sept. 1. Were the AAUP to
parking violation fines, such count of'the busines transac- and faculty, a nominal fee of
chapel are indications that the Brownell Club is often aptly college
grade the colleges at present,
welfare
causes.
described
as
a
home
for
off
assessments going to help stu- tion of the Mycenean royalty. $10 a semester or $25 a year
Club is striving to become
Trinity might fare better'recampus
students
on
campus.
dents needing financial aid,
Pledging
more fraternal in spirit. The
Archaeologists have used the for reference privileges must
lative to the "littele Three".
so called "townies" or
This year Trinity's 377 re- clay tablets to reconstruct be paid for the first timer by DEC. 9—David Tower was attempts have aroused the The
Brownell
Club
does
not
have
"brown baggers" who make up
The College received a C on
gistered automobile operators mentally the Palace of Nestor. persons not connected with the eletced president of the Class question as to how much of a more
than half of the member- an organized pledge training t h e Association's minimum
fraternity
Brownell
Club
is.
are again s h o w i n g , their The location of the tablets and college.
of 1964 today in an election in
ship find in the Club a place program. To become a mem- salary scale as compared with
magnanimous inclinations. A1-. the condition of their city in- Additions of 5,468 volumes which 84 per cent of the class
Fraternity Rejects
to get together and to "blow ber, one simply pays $18 fwhich
at each of its three neighthough off-form in the. early dicated that most business was in the past year has brought voted. Tower, from Darien, Unlike fraternities, Brownell off steam which they wouldn't covers all expenses for the B
bors.
*
semester.
The
equivalent
of
season, illegal parkers have conducted in an archives room the total number of volumes in Conn., has been president of Club does not have selective be able to blow off at fliome."
The
basis
foor the AAUP
Hell Week for the- d u b is
roared back with $241 worth at the .front of ffiie palace, the College Library and the the Freshman Executive Coun- membership. The charter of
More Intellectual
grades in this category are also
stunt
night,
during
which
of fines in November to bring while a throne room in the WatWnson Library" to 384,507. cil.
the Club states'that any non- Brownell C l u b members
on page 2.
the total to $617 for the year. rear was also used for business The largest single gift dur- Douglas Drynan of Albany, fraternity student can join. claim that they are more in- pledges are required to per- listed
Trinty's
grade of D was
form
the
dictates
of
a
pledge
136 Tickets Received
transactions.
ing the year was given by the Oregon, was voted vice-presi- Consequently, Students who tellectual and more serious
bettered by some 93 colleges
court.
Many
of
the
initiates
estate
of
Dr.
Harry
T.
CosProfessor
L
a
n
g
obtained
don't
join
fraternities
may
dent
and
William
Niles
of
than fraternity men. Since its
To date Jim Norton, head of
don't realize that they (out of 350) on the"" averaga
the campus police, and his six much of the material for her tello. It included nearly one Idaho Springs, Colo., secretary- join Brownell as "better than founding in 1948, the Club has naively
don't
have
perform tihe dic- salaries scale while the Colpencil-Jiappy assistants have lecture by doing extensive re- thousand volumes and $8,000 treasurer. Both played on the nothing." Some, members say had a consistently high scholas- tate's until to
after they become lege's C on. the minimum
handed put 126 parking'tickets. search on the frescoes of the to be used for the purchase of freshman football team this that although they may have tic average. In -the spring of members.
salaries scale ranked b e l o w
philosophy books.
fall.
1951, for example, the Club
Tliis total is running ahead of Palace of Nestor last year.
twenty-three institutions.
led the campus with an 80.34
Future New Home'
last year's pace when only 319
Lowest Grade Counts
average iand had within the Shortly the present home of In determining its ratings
greetings from the college aphouse the valedictorian of the Brownell Club will have to the American Association of
peared on auto windshield dursenior class, two out of three make way for a new physics University Professors, used the
ing the entire year.. ApparentPhi Beta Kappa initiates on building. 'The Club will prob- rule that the lowest grade in
ly, the Scholarship Fund will
campus, and the recipient of a ably be relocated on or near any one of the four profesbulge again in '60-'61. •
Fulb right Scholarship to study Vernon • Street. This -move sorial ranks- which a college
Students never miss the
in England.
shouldn't change the basic na- receives counts.
money that they'-, are fined. DEC. 5 — Dr. M. C. Langt u r e of t h e organization, alPurge
of
the
Animals
Thus,, even if the salaries
Such financial obligations are horne outlined three strategies
Not all Brownell Club men though it should, enable tihe paid to instructors and assistmerely credited against the for building better •• emotional
Club
to
escape
from
their
are so seriously inclined. Reant professors were such as
General Deposit Fee paid at competency in a talk tonight
cently, the Club has had dif- present seclusion on the west to qualify college for grade
registration, .
sponsored by the Freshmana
ificulty with a few "odd ball" side of campus and partici- A, while the
paid to
Parking fines are assessed Sophomore Advisory Council
i members who have had to be pate on the social playing field full professors salaries
were below the
at |2, $4, and;$8 for the first, In his lecture, "The
'restrained by being placed un- of the school.
minimum figure in the Grade
secondhand third offenses re- tionai and Social Competencies
der house suspension.
of the Student," Dr. Langspectively. .CLOTHES FOB NEEDY C scale, the entire scale could
One
of
the
Club
members
not be graded higher than D.
horne asserted tihat
remarked tihat "even the odd Clothing and books will be Although it might be supedged feelings can be contrail-1
balls have a place in Brownell. collected by the Trinity Chrised, while shame about them
that the association's
They're not. really odd'balls, tian Association on Monday, posed
can lead to dangerous frustramethod of grading places a
they
just
have
complexes."
Tuesday, and Wednesday, in heavy disadvantage on the coltion.
_
!
Another admitted "I'm strange the fraternities, Brownell .Club, 'lege
with a generally well-paid .
For increased competency I1'-1!
myself, although I'm more and the foyer of Mather Hall. faculty
suggested a realistic attitude^
and one or two underquiet
strange
than
l
o
u
d
All gifts will be distributed by paid men, it has been the exof understanding .toward emu ;
;
strange."
A
third
member.
tions and an expression o!,
the World University Service
of the AAUP that this
.however, emphatically said to needy young men of college perience
emotion through physical accondition is so widespread as to
|
that
"animals
are
not
weltalking things out and'
place most colleges on even
«*
Whoever wrote the 1960- tivity,
come" and that
creative hobbies. "A sense of;
footing.
i East.
1961 Trinity Handbook appar- humor," he said, "is an impori- *
conduct" should be a criterion
ently doesn't know.the differ- ant emotional resource."
I
ences between ladies, women
Xead to Success
'
and girls. In a letter to the He named
four
aehievemen
I
i
Sunday, Dec. 4 New York Hercollege—scholastic grades,
ald Tribune, Robert Lawther in
ttbletics,- enthusiasm and the
BK. ARTHUR H. HUGHES was honor- ed, skilled and understanding teacher, talentcited a sentence from the adesire
to succeed—which re- ed Friday afternoon at a reception in recog- ed a n d wise administrator, discerning and
Handbook which reads:
sult in success an^ which, when
"No women are permitted properly guided, enable the nition of his 25 years at the College, as pro- imaginative scholar" w h o faas played a 'DEC. 6 — The relationship follower Hsun Tzu, stated that contestants having been coach•upstairs in fraternity houses student to. receive the bene- fessor, dean, vice-president and acting presi- major r o 1 e in building today's Trinity and between the Confucian theory there should be a strict adher- ed in advance.
dent. Representatives of faculty, administra- strengthening its ties: with the city of Hart- of Cheng Ming ahd modern ence between the definitions of This loose application of
except to the ladies room, or fits of his studies.
except when the upper floors Social success rests on the tion, staff, and student body presented gilts ford! Besides, Dean Hughes (L to R) are Dr. language was discussed by Dr. words and what they represent terms, he stressed, will evenRichard P. Benton at the Wat- in actuality.
are reserved exclusively for person's attitude of respect to the Dean and remarked on his contribu- John Wild and Dr.-Stephen Hoffman,
prove damaging to our ;
kinson Library Open
House to- _ Today there still exists, as tually
girls."
society
unless steps are taken,
;
and concern for other people. tions to the college. President Jacobs in his (Photo by Dole)
night.
.
in the time of Confucius, a such as the adoption of the
To hear our mother's' bridge This does not involve, however, tribute described Dean 'Hughes as a "devotDr. Benton and Dr. Tieh- serious problem of misusing ancient Cheng Ming theory to
partners referred to as "girls" "being all things to all men"
Tseng Li, professor of inter- j words, Dr. Benton pointed out. modern needs, to curtail the
or the cleaning women called —the individual must maintain
national relations at the Uni- As an example, he said the use of misnomers.
: a. "char-lady" is bad enough. his own integrity,: .
versity of Hartford, spoke be- television 'debates' between Dr. Li spoke about the modBut to see this verbal sloppi- The Jesters will begin iryouts
a large group in the Trum- Jack Kennedy and Richard ern Chinese language, expjainness in the halls of higher today • for "two of the most Dean John H. Gay of Cut- direction. The campus Episco- Z a n z i b a r , , Nyasaland and fore
bull
Room
on the Open House Nixon during the recent cam- ing that although various dialearning is unforgiveable. Per- interesting presentations of the tingtoh College, Monrovia, Li- pal vestry invites faculty: and Ghana. The. seminary is oper- theme, "Communication
Want- paign were little more than lects exist in different areas
haps the author of the Hand- year," Samual Beckett's "End- beria, will speak here Wed- students to hear him speak at ated jointly by the Episcopal ed: In Chinese."
joint press conferences."
of China," the written word
book intended to.say:
game" and Eugene Tonesco's nesday on "The African cbal- 4:30" p.ni. in.Wean Lounge.
and Methodist- churches.
Contestants Coached
Word Defintions
has the same meaning thrsugh" N o girls are permitted up- "The Chairs." All interested !onge to Education and to the
Cuttington is a 72-year-okl Alumni of Cuttington . are The Cheng Ming theory, ex- Some of the 'quiz' programs out the country. Chinese is the
stairs in fraternity houses ex- '•hould appear in the. Washing- Christian Church."
(
cept to the ladies room. The ton Room of the Student Un- Dean Gay will discuss ! his college and theological semin- npw enrolled in Yale, Harvard, plained; Dr. Benton, 'first de- during the past several years, oldest written language, Dr. Li
upper floors are reserved ex- on between four and seven in 'ollege's role in guiding Afri- ary with students from Liberia, N.Y.U. and the University of vised by Confucius and later itie continued, have been in re- emphasized, and has been
:he afternoon.. ./
,
clusively for women."
can nationalism in a Christian Tanganyika, Kenya, Nigeria,. Chicago, gradual* schools, : "more fully, developed by Ms ality not quiz shows but plan- spoken by more people tjiaa
' •
ned, entertaiy/nent;... with the any other tongue.

Nestor's Tablets
Greek Talk Topi<
Nortonmen
Aid Needy

2 New Library
Policies Noted

Brownell Club Is Striving
For A Fraternal Spirit

Tower, New
Head Of '64

Realism Builds
Better Emotions,
Langhorne Says

Handbook
Can't Tell,
Can You?

Dr. Benton Discusses Relationship
Of Old, New Language Theories

Dean Gay Will Speak On Africa
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World War
HI Causes
Discussed

'Aisle Say'
b y BILL KIRTZ

Smali Review Has Quality
By MARTIN NICKEBSON
DECK THE HALLS
The Causes of World War Quantitatively less impres- ments of his hero with candor1
Three, by G. Wright Mills, Bal- sive than last year's Review, and effect.
The time has come to make out our Christmas shnpPmg ferf.
the, current issue oi the literary George Rand's "Lament" is
lantine, "New York.
EXECUTIVE boAED
for Christmas will be upon us quicker than you: can ; «J _ Jack
trite in subject and in narraEditor-in-Chiel
"The time has come," The Wal- magazine maintains- with,
Peter T. Kilborn '61
Robinson. (Have you ever wondered, incidental?, about tiw
exceptions an enjoyable
tion; associate editor libu Ren- will your selection of
rus said,
Managing Editor
origin of this interesting phrase "Quicker than you ear, say
quality,.
za has produced a delightful, paper bound books be
William Kirtz '61
"To talk of many things:
if obscure, effect in "Before The Gift That is
Jack Robinson"? Well sir, the original phrase *•£ FrenchFeatures Editor
Sports Editor
News fcditor
Of shoes—and ships—and seal- Seniors Stephen Crockett, the Winter Grass."
BEMEMBEKEB?
. John B. Henry '61
"Plus rite m de dire Jacques Robespierre.'' Jack Robinson is,
George F. Will '63
Peter Kemble '61
G.
H.
Mackin,
Thomas
Swift.
ing wax
SCOTT BttlTOTT '
Now The Spinach
as everybtie knows, an anglicization of Jacques Robespierre who
Bruce Goldf aden and Charles
Assistant Editor
Of cabbages—and kings—
John E. Stambaugh '61
Hawes are responsible for the So much for the dessert. Trnmbnll at Pearl
was, as everyone knows, the famous figure from the Frencn
NEWS STAFF
OJien
nntil
nine,
Mondars
*
TheCollege
time has
come, toAirierstudents,
talk j most successful efforts in the Now, we must reluctantly diRevolution who, as everyone knows, got murdered in his bath
William Barns '64, Marshal E, Blunie '63, Malcolm Campbell '64 Rich- ican
ard Chang '63, John Chattield 'S4, Jeffrey R. Corey '61 (art), Daniel of many things. The time has magazine which will be dis- gest the spinach.. For those
by
Danton, Murat, Caligula, and Aaron Burr.
Cotta '63, Douslas Crate''64, Fred M. Dole '61 (photography), Robert come to face up to realities of tributed tomorrow or Wednes- who want a quick look at
Feinsehreibtr '64 Wendall Guy '62, John Heldt '64 (photography),
(The
reason people started saying "Quicker than you can say
James Joyce, John Meyer's
•
Thomas Jones- '64, John Meyer "62, Martin Niekerson '63, William Niles American Government,'--to rec- day.
Jacques Robespierre (or Jack Robinson as he is called in English'63, Donald Papa '62, Stephen Perreaut '63, Frederick Pryor '62, Scott ognize the \ stupidity of tht
"Today
is
Church
Day"
is:
sugManaging Editor Crockett
Reynolds '63, Myron Rosenthal '64, Frank Sears '62, David Silton '62,
speaking countries)" is quite an interesting little story. It seems
Kirby Talley '63 Charles Todd '64, Keith Watson '64, r-->-y Whitney present arms race, and to do has contributed the Review's gested. But opening splotches
Tommy's Mef-fo:
that Robespierre's wife, Georges Sand, got word of the plot to
something to avoid its inevita- best story: "Glass Eyes of a of Daddy's "voice is all funny
'63, John Witherinirton '64.
BUSINESS BOABB
murder her husband in his bath. Ail she had to do to savehis
ble conclusion, Total War!
"Good-morning
and
like
Dissimilar
Hue."
A
vivid
and
Business Manager
Cleanliness
life was call his name and warn Mm. But, alas, quicker than
David A. Wadhams '62
With clear logic, C. Wright imaginative first person ac- good-morning good-morning"
Circulation Manager Mils, in The Cause of World
Advertising iVtanafircr
Courtesy
she could say Jacques Robespierre, she received a telegram from
are
done
better
at
the
begincount
of
recovery
from
sickDon Pine '62
Bruce McFarland '61 War Three, outlines why our
her old friend Frederic Chopin who was down in Majorca setting
Skill
ness, "glass eyes'" introduc- ning of Portrait of the Artist
BUSINESS
STAFF
Richard Bernstein '63, Tom
Frazer '63,
Merrill Hunt '62. Barney Lip- present economic pattern of tion of a familiar figure at the and I fear "Church's" lack of
lyrics to his immortal "Warsaw Concerto." Chopin said he
Service
kind '62, Inland Moyer *63, David Pyle '64, Kenneth Wiltsek 54.
defense spending and diploma- end proves that its author is characterization and bungled
needed Georges Sand's help desperately because he could not
tic "brinkmanship" will end in not at. all disassociated Irom statement of an overworked
A Happy Blend for
find a rhyme for "Warsaw." Naturally, Georges Sand could not
subject ("Qhildren . . . your
a war that will do more de- campus reality,
Tonsorial Service at
refuse suckan urgent request.
a
mother and I aren't married
struction than all conflicts
.
i
t
s
Best
Meaning Eluding
(Well
sir,
Georges
Sand
went
traipsing
off to Majorca, but
world has yet seen put to- Crockett's "No Cover No any more.") don't help'matters
For some time now, the quantity, if not the qual- the
before
she
left
she
told
her
little
daughter
Walter
that some bad
any.
•
,
'
P
A
T
B
O
'
N
I
Z
E
gether. This is not a new
men were coming to murder daddy in his bath, and she inity, of the College's teaching staff has measured up theme, but it becomes increas- Minimum" is a taut, unnerving Michael Perlman's 'review'
glimpse at the experimental
structed Walter to shout Robespierre's name when the bad men
to the highest standards. Trinity's faculty to student ingly important. Whether it is subjects
Td'mmy's..
of today, possibilities of T. E. Lawrence's The Seven;
arrived. But Walter, alas, had been sea-bathing that morning
ratio approximates 1 to 9, a ratio exceeded or equalled likely or not, at any moment for tomorrow.
An alliterative Pillars of Wisdom tells us, in
on the Riviera, and she had come home loaded with sea shells
by all but a handful of American universities.
a mistake may be made, a allegory of swooping birds, snatches, something of Lajw-.
and salt water taffy, and when the bad men came to murder
Now Trinity has, as President Jacob's report in- missile may go off course, a his "A Life—yours?" is high- rence's personality, but preci103 New Britain Aye.
Robespierre, Walter, alas, was chewing a big wad of salt water
dicates, very wisely made significant strides toward spy plane may set off a series lighted by an easily and ef- ous little of the book itself. His
Near Broad St.
(I
hope
for
his
sake
.that
it
st
>
of
reactions,
that
will
plunge
taffy and could not get her mouth open in time to shout a
improving the quality of its teachers by allocating the US, the USSR, Tibet, New fectively sustained mood of deliberate) recondite s t y l e
.1 minute walk from
•warning. Robespierre, alas, was murdered quicker than you
flight. "For the Time Being"
more funds for faculty salaries.
("This 'is a typical neither of
Guinea the Dominican RepubField House
could shout Jacques Robespierre (or Jack Robinson as he is
This increase was sorely needed according to the lic and Sweden into total war. sounds nice; its meaning his behavior nor of -his' proeludes
me.
called
in the English-speaking countries).
report of the Association of American University Proclivities.") render his. ramWon't Do Nothin'
Associate editor Mackta's blrngs even more tedious.. Pro(There is, I am pleased to report, one small note of cheer in
fessors for the academic year 1959-1960.
Since the possibility seems "Bitter Sand" and "Spring
this grisly tale. When Georges Sand got to Majorca where
The College's grade of D was bettered by some remote,
ceding from the essay's title,
CCM HOCKEY SKATES
the average American
Chopin
was setting lyrics to his immortal "Warsaw Concerto,"
to
expect
to:
93 colleges out of 850 on the Association average sal- doesn't c-are a hoot .whether Night?" are the magazine's it is reasonable
COMPLETE
SKI
most outstanding student ver- read not1 what Aiistotle might
she was happily able to help him find a rhyme for "Warsaw,"
DEPARTMENT
aries scale while its C on the minimum salaries scale he gets blown off the face of sifications.
Both are cqncise,
as everyone knows who has heard those haunting lyrics:
ranked it below 23 institutions.
the earth or not. Oh, he says clear descriptions; botfi are think of Lawrence, but what
CLAPP-..&-TREAT,
thinks of \ Lawrence's
The boost in salaries will presumably improve he does occasionally, he may sensitive views of the moods Perlman
In the fair tovm of Warsaw,
famous book. The \frriter, it
Inc.
*
Trinity's position relative to other colleges and put it even think that his oblitera- of reality.
Which Napoleon's horse saw,
seems, is trying to touch all
672 Farmington Ave.
on more equal footing in competition for the cream tion would be unfortunate, but
Singing
cockles and mussels, aline alive of)
bases
without
having
hit
the
A
Haunting
Account
West Hartford
he isn't willing to do anything
of the teaching profession.
Swift, another Trinity liter- ball
about
it.
In
the
words
of
Mr.
Gratifying as these gains are, there is still tre- Mills, "Who the hell cares ary veteran, is represented byi Hardy Review perennial
mendous room for improvement. Even with the recent about
pair of verses; one con- j Charles Edward Eaton and
Indo-China anyway? a fine
t e>
r
increase, Trinity will still not be able to offer in most Weve
Harvard's Patrick Nagle conWe've got a new model car ttooi[?if
£ of u' g h. ^tl e °ff?llee* oioi, tevocahve.
Harvards
con
789 Park St.
instance as much as, say, rival small New England get out just different enough ™
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r iribute
b t four
l
poems;!
liberal arts colleges.
tto make
k junk
j k outt off last
l t ^ o m Jdhn Donne,'
Donne' is myBti- ( m y reckonings show that the|
lying 'the poem exhibits none j students ..have offered lour
A report from Princeton last October dramatized year's."
the problem which institutions like ours face in at- Mr'Mills outlines the de ° f t h e faaroque metaphorical
| g O0Grn
o d abort stories, eight good
1 7W-*
"'' iP
iP 0Grn S
S and no
no good
good essays,
tracting top-notch faculty members. Princeton, the reessays
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e
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nt This and
S ; ^advances,
! l ! ! ° _and
^ ' . the
* for1 !' "metaphysican"), its account
compares with four
port stated, had established the following minimum entifie
y of ppleasure good stories, 12 good poems
the eternal cycle
salary scale effective this fall: Professors $12,000; As- eign policy that head us to- of
and discontent is a haunting and a good esay a year ago.
sociate Professors $7,000; and Instructors $6,000. In ward war with a drift and one.
"Aubade" is a beautiful, The difference is not hard to
one case the minimum at Princeton for a rank coinexplain. Seniors Joseph HumSame day service on
vincible.
Despite,
this
fateful
cides with the maximum at Trinity.
identification with nature.
phreys, Ben Hubby and Review",
end
Mills
sees
several
ways
in
DR3T CLEANING
Our College, thus, faces tremendous competition which the general trend may Goldfaden's
"Confession' editor Paul Briger all had;
Mon - Sat., 9-2
not only with better-paying colleges of its own kind, be reversed.
proceeds from a quite banal something to say last year,
but also with the East's big wealthy private universi- The US can begin by cutting beginning to a dramatic finale. and said it in print. I'd be inBut I digress.
The symbolism, granted, is terested in their efforts since
ties such as Princeton.
down on nuclear stockpiles crude; the dialogue too in- then, and so would the Review,
We were speaking of Christmas gifts. What we all strive to do
Unfortunately, due to its comparatively meager and announce our intentions
at. Christmas is, of course, to find .unusual, offbeat, different
I.'m
sure.
.
.
tense,
but
this
tale
of
Spanish
endowment of approximately ten and a half millions for the world to ponder. We
gifts for our friends. May I suggest then a carton of Marlboro
ill-fated love draws
Trinity is not as well equipped to bid for the best- must reconsider the impending cousins'
Cigarettes?
.
,
power from these qualities.
qualified teachers as are better-heeled institutions.
'world encounter as a threat "Confessifgi's" best touches are •PSC,IRC Plqn
What?
You
are
astonished?
You
had
not
thought
of
Marlboroa
L
This state of affairs can be partially explained by to humanity and not just the tihe ambigjnity of the protagonas unusual, offbeat/different? You had regarded them as familiar,
US
or
the
West.
I
quote,
"The
the fact that until very recently Trinity graduated far
ist's "push" of his lover and Montreal Trip' reliable smokes whose excellence varied not one jot or tittle
fewer students than its rivals and quite probably turn- only realistic view is that war, the irony of the last parafrom year to year?
SENDS
BEST
WISHES
not Russia, is now the graph.
DEC. 6 — Members of the
ed out proportionally fewer men of means. The Col- and
True. All true. But at the same time, Marlboros are unusual,
enemy."
Political
Science
Club
and
the
lege's source of contributions is necessarily limited as
Sophomoric Emotions
offbeat, different, because every time you try one, it's like the
for
a
International
Relations
Club
Limit the Conflict!
a result.
!
"Ite, missa est," is Hawes'
first time. The flavor never palls, never gets hackneyed. Each
.According to Mills the con- amusing sketch of an "idiot's" will attend both, the ConnectiMarlboro is a fresh delight, a pristine pleasure, and if you want
flict should be limited to eco- revenge. His young opponent's cut Intercollegiate Student LegHAPPY HOLIDAY
all your friendsio clap their hands and exclaim, "Yes.Virginia,
nomic matters.- To gain the cry: "It is all wrong" is the islature at Hartford and a
there is a Santa Claus!" you will put them at the very top of
upper hand, he says we must outstanding line of this study mock U.N. session at Montreal,
SEASON
your Christmas list.
•
stress development of back- of frustrated superiority, a it was decided at a joint meetc !9eo M>1 a
ward countries. In order to line on .which the story might ing today.
filled with
minimize the possibilities of more effectively have closed.
At a preliminary meetmg
conflict,
we
must
stress
•
coof
the
CISL
Dec.
4,
senior
Jack
Shepard Spink's "Kaleido'An. album recorded by ProIn this vein, Mills scope"
MUCH C H E E S
And for further Yuletide joy, give, Marlboro's nonMtered
was nominated a Speakfessor James A. Notopoulos existence.
is more impressive Perry
says,
"We
must
demand
that
companion cigarette, mild,'flavorful Philip Morris—in regw
sr of the House. Jay Howard
during field work in Greece is . . . coexistence be-recognized when reread. At
first,
the
1
ivas chosen chairman of the
lar size or the sensational new king-size Commander. You'ii
C A M B R I D G E , Mass. — among the new acquisitions to and that comnetition between story's statement appears no Senate Committee on Constitube welcome aboard!
(UPS)—A South African Ne- the College's phonograph rec- them (US and USSR) be con- less sophomoric than the emo- tional Amendments. Daniel
gro will leave his country to ord collection on display in the ducted in economic and cul- tions of the boy it concerns. Tufts '64 was appointed House
study at Harvard even though library foyer.
tural and political ways, rather But the author succeeds, I Chairman of the Public Welit means he can never return Titled "Modern Greek Heroic than by means of the idiot's think, in articulating the fare and Humane Institutions
EXCLUSIVE
stream-of-consciousness sentiLewis Nkosi, a 23-year-old Oral Poetry," the record is race.
Committee.
journalist in Johannesburg, third in a series made in 1951
Swallowed In Arguments
The mock1 U.N. session is
was awarded a Nieman Fellow- and 1953 by the chairman of Like many other college pro- zeal in what he feels is a wil- sponsored by the Montreal
ship this year for study at the classics department.
fessors, Mills tends to be swal- derness.
Chamber of Commerce. More
Harvard, The South African Under the auspices of a lowed up by his own argu- He outlines the reasons for than 75 colleges participate.
Guggenheim
Fellowship
and
government has agred to grant
ments. He tends to become
in another arguement and Trinity, a charter member,
him an exit permit provided the American Philosophical So- divorced from the reality of this
sites
the moral insulation of represented C a m tb o d i a last
ciety
ihe
travelled
through
the
he signs a declaration that he
villages of Greece, Crete and the situation that he is discuss- the masses today as proof year.
is leaving permanently.
recording traditional ing, ' but he emphasizes the that the general tenure of mor- There is room for additional
Earlier this year the Gov- Cyprus
songs
about
love, mythical important parts of his argu- als has completely changed. students "' at both meetings.
ernment refused to grant Nko- heroes and battles.
ment. He says that he cannot The US wasn't revolted by the Those wishing to participate
si's application for a passport.
expect his ideas will make any inhuman carnage in World should contact Jack Perry,
Natural
Sound
Effects
University officials speculated
dent on the present political, War II by strategic bombing, president of the PSC or Peter
that the Union was retaliating To obtain natural results, set up, but his voice cries with' Why should it rise now?
' Hoffman, president of the I R C :
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were
made
aftagainst Nkosi for his attacks
er
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and
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with
on South Africa's apartheid
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Swimmers
Baivtams tiose To WPI; Frosh
Lack Experience
Drub King's Point, 88-74

Gliib Makes
Video Debut

IFC, Committee Room, .Mather Hall, 7:15 p.m.
,v,..MANCHESER, N...H. Dec. 10
Dec. 9—Of the twenty-seven
Senate Senate Room, Mav^Four novice debators from
freshman listed on the freshWORCESTER, Dec. 10—The age. While many were wateh- men swimming roster only
:•
•the Athenaeum Society placed
The Glee Club appeared; on ther Hail 7;15-p.m;
Spanish . Clwb, ./ A l u m n i Bantams suffered their ."'"tech- ing and thrilling to Norman's nine have any, competitive exs a i n t h out'of 23 at ,a tour- the "Trinity Sp'otlight" yesW
;
Hall, .7:30 nological!? road problems again 14 for 15 from the foul mark, perience, and this looms as
i nament held at Saint Anselm's day at 11:30 a.m. on Channel Lounge,: Mather.....
tonight as Worcester. Tech, be- sophomore. Brian Brooks was Coach McPhee's biggest prop.m.
. V,-..:: -./'^•J. ; ij;.:' : . :-\y
College here. First place was 30.
record as he blem for the coming season.
Trinity ^Fblksft^ers,1 Confer- hind a balanced scoring attack, tieing a Trinity
taken by Bates _ with West The selections that were sung
J
ence Room;;: -Mather Hall, 8 wiggled out a 64-57 victory •hit on lo of 10 charity tosses. The squad has several outPoint second.
included "Great Is Our Lord,"
Doug Tansill joined the foul standing prospects, but no
over the Hilltoppers.
The Trinity beginners, by "Go, Tell I t on the Mountain,1'
shooting'parade' as he threw,
Chapel,
;'
Compline,
Crypt
Trinity,
masters,
ontheir
established d e p t h or expewinning four out of six de- "Hark, the H e r a l d Angels
in 10 of 15 chances.
Chapel,,.
Today
—
Thursday,
home
c
o
u
r
t
,
but
apparently
rience.
bates, came out in front; of Sing" and "Silent Night" The
!
slaves on the road, were unable
Deadly Shooting
such colleges as Holy Cross, Chamber Players and the 1 0 : 1 0 p . m . " . • - . • • ;
John Burton, a 1960 ALLTOMOKEOW
to hold onto an early first
Jay McWilliam's boys .lump- american Prep ' School chamAmherst and Boston Univer- Chanticleers, under the direcsity. The team composed of tion of Dr. Clarence H. Bar- Chapel;.Senior Lay Readers period lead. With Dave Luo- ed off to an early 11-0 lead pion at Howe Military AcadBruce Frier and Scott Gregory ber, associate professor of mu- Douglas Fitzsimmons and Ian ma reeling off seven straight before the service team could emy in Indiana is a co-holder
Rawson, S p.m.
points and Hank Sehroeder get untracked. Bill Scully and of the National .Prep School
won their three debates on the sic, also participated.
. Freshman Basketball, Uni- sweeping both boards the Wor- Norman both hit on 50 percent
affirmative side while Tony
These groups will be heard versity of Hartford, Ihome, 6:30 j cester men grabbed a 29*28 of their field goal attempts in, record for the 40-yard freestyle
Rogers and Bob Mitchel took Q n W R T e Q ^ e d n e s d
—1S.0 seconds. Coach Mc-Phee
at 8
p . m .
.•'!•.'•"•:•
.'
•
. •<
the first half, and this deadly
one out of three debates as p m _ &nA Qn W J N F ( i f a n e ] l e s _ ; .Band' Practice, Washington halitime lead.:
hopes to'develop the'6'3", 200
accuracy
gave
Trinity
a
40-27
Rally
Falls
Short
negative speakers to start off ter) on Christmas Day.
Room, Mather. Hall, 7:30 p.m.
lead at halftime.
•
• . pounder into a top notch 50•what promises to be a very
yard and 100-yard freestyle
Newman Club, Wean Lounge, The Engineers never lost the
King's Point fought back sprinter.
laad as they built up a 55-42
rewarding season.
Mather5 Hall* 8 p.m.
Mob, will be. shown in the Varsity Basketball, Williams, advantage with. 10 minuses gamely with Chuck Keith, an
Bill Koretz of H i g h l a n d
left. Trinity scared the home outstanding jump shooter, lead- Park, Illinois was another outWashington Room of Mather home, 8:15 p.m.
1
Hall this Friday at 8p.m. The Mead Economics Lecture, crowd as they began to: chip ing , a rally which found the standing s w i m m e r in high
admission charge will be 25 "Recent : Developments and away at the lead, but the .Ban- visitors trailing by only eight school. In' his senior year he
cents.
::
Future .-Prospects of the U.S. tam rallyywas brought to a points, 70-62, with five minutes sV?am the 100-yard butterfly
VACATION HObKS
Alec Guinness portrays the) Economy,'' Prof.
left in the game. However, in 1:00, which is two seconds
Gottfried halt seven points short.
The Dining Room and Cave timid "Mr,' Holland" in the Baberler, Harvard University Walker Curtis p a c e d the Norman's radar-like foul shoot- faster than the present Trinity
will cjose at 1 .p.m. Saturday, film who, after years of flaw- Graduate School of. Public Ad- home team with 13 points; ing took over from here, and record.
less service at tine bank, beDec. '17, and reopen
p.m. gins eyeing the precious bul- ministration, Chemistry Audi- Hank Sehroeder and John Del- the Bantams waltzed Jiome to Malm, Smith Good Prospects
man both added 12, and Greg their 88-74 win. .
Monday, Jan. 1.
torium, 8:15 p.m.
Mike Malm, has limited exSt. Germain 11..
Regular mail service will be lion and ultimately executes a
The Bantams "' displayed a perience as a diver, but has
provided from Dec. 19 to' Dec.' daring theft. His only problem
Chapel, Holy Communion, John Norman and Captain well-balanced scoring attack shown g r e a t p r o m i s e and
22, and from Dec. 27 to Dec.: i s h o w t o dispose of the stolen 7:30 a.m.
Doug Tansill were the only
.
should develop into a top pointgold.
29.
Varsity Squash, Amherst, Bantams to reach double'fig- that found Norman, Brooks, getter before the season is
ures as they both hit on six Scully, and Tansill all hitting t h r o u g ih. Jan S m i t h , a
away, 3:15 p.m.!, •
SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
LIBKAEY HOUES
Lecture Sponsored by the field goals and four fouls for for double figures. The win breastroker' with ,no previous
'
of- the Episcopal 16 points.
The library has announced •Mr. Waldo I. Scott, admin- V e s t r y
gave tlie Bantams a 2-1 record, experience, also has made re1
markable progress thus far.
its hours during the Christmas istrative" assistant of the Port Church, '. Dean John H. Gay,
both wins coming at home.
holidays. It will be open from 'Washington Public Schools, Cuttingham College, Monrovia, WOKCBSXKK
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home .opponent will leased from the hospital and is
FEC, Senater Room Mather St.Grmn 5 1 11 Scully
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Le Cercle Francais, Elton cester.
• presently sporting a fine 3-0 squads, has again produced a
J. Ryan, Director of Teacher
•"GUINNESS FILM SLATED Personnel, Norwalk" Public Lounge, Elton Hall, 7:30 a.m.
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Chapel, Talk by the Chap- Norman's 28 . points and exthe. schoolboy powers in the
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cellent Trinity foul shooting- the Dartmouth Indians.
east.. They, are led by Duff
Trinity Review Society, Con- proved the difference here toTHE TIE CENTER
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SHOP
CAMPUS SHOP
Every Thurs,, Fri. and Sat. Nite
Richard B. Qlney, professor of
HABTFOBD
%
air science,; ikajor William, H. 163 WASHINGTON ST.
At The Foot of
Hi-Fideli'ty — Component Parts — Sales & Service
Mee, associate, professor, and
Fraternity Row
Cadet-Colonel David W. Smith
We, Specialize in Hard to Get Records
CHARLES RESTAURANT
'61. Dr. George Cooper will be
1317 Broad St. Open Eve.
OpenJ Evenings till 10
Phone CH 9-0414 or CH 9-0456
the .moderator.
;.
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BARRY LEGHORN, 6'3" former Bulkely High School allstater, soars over two defenders to notch two points agajtist St.
Tihomas Seminary. Leghorn poured in 22 points against the
Seminarians to spark the undefeated frosh to their third win.
CPhoto by Dole) .
.

*

Please
Have
A GRAND
VACATION

Trinity
ColSef e
Bookstore

a WHO IS HARTFORD'S
OWN SANTA?
© HOW-HAS HIS
JEWELRY GIVEN HIM
THIS TITLE?
m WHY IS HE LOCATED
AT 35 ASYLUM ST.
it there is any doubt to
these < answers, ask the guy
next to you!

52 Park St. Hartford

A SYMPOSIUM
FOR COLLEGE MEN

FR°0D2N
ARIS

"TH1 INSURANCE BUSINESS—
CHALLENGE AND CHANGE"
DECEMBER 28, i960—9:30 A . M . TO 4:00 P.M. AT
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY HARTFORD,
CONNECTICUT
:

,•

;

.

A one day review of the dynamic; and fast growing
insurance business.

:

In which Lucky Strike's
gift to the, arts ^elects
"The World's Greatest
Masterpieces" and
reveals allr-in fact,
more than all—that
is known about each.

Whistlers' Mother: This painting, by an unknown artist,
depicts the housemother of a college sorority patiently
waiting for a dance to break up in the next room. Note
how the artist has captured the anguish and devotion of
this lonely woman as she frets over her young charges
(who were rjicknamed "The Whistlers" because of the
way in which* they obtained dates).

Open discussions o f Actuarial Science, Electronic Data
Processing, Risk Analysis, Produc-f Development, Marketing and Administration.
Early reservations desirable
For reservations-or further information see your College Placement Officer or write Personnel Department,
Tha Travelers Insurance Companies, 700 Main Street,
Hartford 15, Connecticut.

THE

*

P::§4
%f

,h

M

HARVEY & LEWIS
Guild

Contact Lenses
56 Pearl St.
.

-.ariy Rembrandt: That Rembrandt was
>orn agehius is conclusively proven by
his little-known masterpiece. This, his
irst known painting, astounded critics
"1nd made the name Billy Rembrandt fanous throughout Europe. Believe it or
ot, Rembrandt created this masteriece when he was two years old!

CO.

|...3#* *
#

Opticians
•

The Venus de Milo: Sculptured in ,the second century B.C. on behalf of a
Greek pencil manufacturer, this great statue
has won fame through
the ages as the symbol.of
beauty parlors, bowling
alleys, upholstery firms
and reducing pills. Today
it is used primarily as a
vivid warning to small
children who bite their
fingernails.

Photographic Dcpt.
85 JeffersonSt.
Woman in Water: Here is the original
of a great "lost" masterpifece which
I was able to acquire for the ridiculously low price of $8,500.1 mention
this only to show what great bargains
you can find in art if you know your
subject. I determined the authenticity
of this priceless original by proving
that the small'stain, upper left, was
made by Renoir's favorite coffee.
The Thinker: What is The Thinker think-';
ing? This has been as baffling to scholars
as the riddle of the sphinx and "Who's
on first?" But now it can be revealed
that this statue is actually a Roman
warrior who had been asked, "Remember how great cigarettes used to taste?"
When he failed to answer, "Luckies stilt
do," he was turned to stone.

FOUlfrAM HOUSE

AT LEFT: "MASTER OF ALL MASTERPIECES"! "Here, in my opinion,"
says Dr. Frood, "is the greatest work of art. Note the bold, clean
strokes in LUCKY STRIKE, conveying the wisdom and pride of the
manufacturer. Note the perfect circle," representing, of course, the
perfect product inside. And in the product itself we find a truly magnificent expression of quality, good taste, pleasure and contentment.
Surely, there is no work of art that, over the years, hss brought more
aesthetic joy not only to alt of us in the art world, but to millions of
people in all walks of life." <

r-

—

1\

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
Product o

>.— Jofaezo-

is. our middle name j THE F. & M. SCHAEFE.R BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, H. Y.
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Linvard-WPl (Carlson. D*sm°
35
and won the arduous 44U-J ai a •,R o u n d s , . T i m e 4:36.5.
freestyle event and Peter Bar-1 320 yards
tol recorded a third position.. m = ^
Bruce Coleman splashed to a . - ^ y a r (
first place in the 200-yard 2no yards
5 Medlcy-l. Bundy ?T>«
backstrike race.
Finally, Steve Lockton ana
Andy Lewis rounded out the
Bantams scoring spree for the
meet when they romped to a
Raymond coasted to a second first and second place finish
^ ^
^ ^
1.
place spot
. : ' • in the 200-yard breaststroke. |<- ^ v ( i r d snAfre?styier T —
):
Theodore captured the vis- "Coach Slaughter is still e x - i ^ u ^Sf^
itors only single triumph of the perimenting with individual
evening when he posted a 106.6 swimmers in these early meets. " 440 y ^
clocking in the 100-ya'rd butter- Look for 'better clockings in ; e 3
the following contests as the
5 brMsfroke—1. Lp<
fly. McCracken and Pete Post- Trinity Mermen get more ex- ' ' y2a r dLewis
( T ) ; 3, JoM
(T>:
ma took second and third place perience under
rds
their
medley
belts.
relay—1,1
OV);
Time
2:25.0S.
Results 400 ya;
honors respectively.
Williams Wins 440-yard
Captain Jeff Williams swam

Swimmers Suffer First Loss At C.G.
After Downing Worcester Techv 61-33
- NEW LONDON, Dec. 10— third place recorded by Neil
Bowing
g before a s u p e r i o r Nichols. Then Dave Raymond
Cqast Guard team, 54-41 the came in first for the season
local swimmers today lost their time,in the day, as he won the
first meet of the year. The 200 backstroke in 2:30.
Trinity squad was plagued by" Trinity dominated the rest
unfamiliarity with the poor of the meet as Rich Ashworth
turn cues of the Coast Guard won the 440 freestyle in 5:31.9.
Academy's murky pool. How- Frank Morse and Steve Lockever the meet was not close ton had a tight battle between
enough for these factors to themselves in the 200 breast
stroke, leaving- the rest of the
make much' difference.
The Coasties started off with field far behind. Morse nosed
a win in the 400 medley relay. out Lockton in 2:45.2.
In the 220 freestyle event, cap- Jeff Williams, Neil Nichols,
tain Jeff Williams took* a sec- Jay McCracken, and D a v e
ond after a neck and neck fight Raymond ended the meet with
With Nelson of Coast Guard another win for Trinity in the
who finished first in 2:18.6.
400 freestyle- relay.
Neil Nichols took a third in .Medley relay: CG-Kaiiriall, Robithe 60 freestyle after spending nett, Ida, Wallace. T-4:12.5.
yd. Iree style: 1-Nelson, CGthe majority of the race look- 12 220
Williams, T; 3-Worth, CG. T,ing for the turns. Said Nichols 2:18.6.
60 yd. free, style: 1-Linfors, CG;
of the turns,."Amazing!''
2-Bell, CG: 3-Nichols, T. T-29.7.
In the* 160 individual medley, Individual medley 160 yards: 1T: 2.Mislaszek. CG; 3outstanding' swimm$er of the Raymond.
Bundyl, T. T-l:53.4.
day, Dave Raymond, c a m e Diving; 1-Greiner, CG: 2-Lankey,
home with Trinity's first win. 7; 3-McAllister, T. T-5S.35.
100 yd. butterfly: 1-Ida, CG; 2Pete Bundy placed third in the Penrod
CG; 3-Raff, T. T-f:02.6.
same event. •
100 yd. free style: l.Linlors. CG:
Dick Sankey and Jim Mc- 2- Wallace, CG: 3-Nichols, T. T-54.4.
• 200 yd. backstroke: 1-Raymond,
Alister finished two, three in T;
2-Kyenek, CG; 3-Bacon, CG. T2:30.
the diving, and Ted Raff was
440
yd. freestyle :1-Asworth, T; 2only able to place third for Wostneck,
CG; 3-Yetke CG- T.
Trinity in the 100 butterfly as 5:31.9.
Ide of Coast Guard won the 220 yd. back stroke: 1-Morse. T;
T: 3-Reiseg. CG. T-2:45.2.
event in the excellent time of 2-Lockton,
400 yd. free style relay: 1-T
1:02.6.
(Williams, McCracken, Nichols, Ray-

season proved relatively simple for the varsity swimmers
as they swamped a scrappy
Worcester Tech team, 61-33 today.
Senior Neil Nichols led the
bantams as he swept tooth the
fifty and one-Jiundred yard
free-style events.
Worcester started and ended
th e meet with a rush as they

Hartford National lank and Trust Co.
Eleven Convenient Branches In Greater Hartofrd
Serving Connecticut and families since 1792.

THE WASHINGTON DINER
175 WASHINGTON STKEKT
HARTFOBD, CONN.
Good Food . . . Good Service
Steaks, Chops, Seafood — Always Quick and Courteous
Plenty of Space and Free Parking

I'VE BEFN SAVING
THEM FOR YEARS

Dick Sankey emerged- victorious as he compiled 49,4
points in the springboard competition, Jim M c A l l i s t e r
squeezed out a tight second
place.
After capturing a first place
in the 50-yard freestyle race,
sprinter Nichols came back to
win the 100-yard freestyle
event, in 56.2 seconds. Dave

BY GEORGE!
george will

Frosh Keep Rolling Along. As Barry Leghorn,
Rufus-Blocksidge, Tom McKune Pace Win Skein

WORCESTER, MASS., Dec.
10—The Trinity freshman basketballers made it four in a
row tonight by vanquishing
Worcester ech. 85-72.
It was close until the last
three m i n u t e s , when the
Shuftsmen opened up a 13-point
bulge. But the game was actually a comeback effort.
The -teams were on even
terms for the first 10 minutes
of- the game, but Worcester
opened up a 10-point advantage
as the first period was drawing
to a close. However, an inspired team effort earned the
Bantams a 46-46 draw at the
mond) T-3;47.2.
half..
Bayihond Excels
Zone Effective
The (best Trinity could do DEC. 6—Posting their second Since Barry Leghorn, Doug
In the 100-yard freestyle was a triump in as many starts this
Dryman,-and Rufus Blocksidgn
had three-fouls, Coach Shults
switched the squad into, a
CONNECTICUT PRINTERS INCORPORATED zone defense. From then on,
it was neck-and-neck. Neither
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Case, Lockwood & Brainard Letterpress Division
Kellogg & Bulkeley Lithographic Division

captured victories in both relay events. ' H o w e v e r , they
managed only one first place
in all the individual events.
Jay,. MeCracken and R i c h
As.hworth copped the first two
positions in the 22'0-yard freestyle contest, while Pete Bundy
and Bob Tyndall made it a
swwep in the 200 yard medley.
Divers Triumph

g

capped it all with his scoreThey were of eternal
board and its pyrotechnics.
importance, Like baseball
Veeck's Fraud
or the Republican Party
Veeck's handiwork has been
Sinclair Lewis, Babbitt (1922) felt before. He was making «
Certain
grow circus _of things at Cleveland
team could break the game [well as scoring 15 and 7 points, entire second-period, until, with
„„ institutions g
_two minutes left, St. Thomas with a. nation, reflect and share i f o r a while and rakmg in tfie
open.
respectively.
its greatness and become color-j Coins. But in a few years it
Finally, with three minutes Their next game is Tuesday rallied to within two points.
left and the Bantams ahead by evening at 6:30 p.m. against But again, the locals came ful fibers in the national dhar-1 became evident that Memorial
one-point, Doug Dryman and the University of Hartford in through in the clutch with acter. While your reporter fails \ stadium was being filled witn
Bobby Voorhees and Barry to share Mr. Lewis' evaluation i women who craved vaudiville.
Tom MoKune combined for the Field House.
Leghorn insuring the victory. of the G.O.P. (Genuflect Or j The Indians have not yet reDec.
S—Inspired
team
play
three •baskets, and put the
led the Trinity freshmen to a Leghorn, Drynan, and Block- Perish), baseball, along with; covered. True, the White Sox
game on ice.
C o a c h 74-68 conquest of St. Thomas sidge played well underneath, apple pie and roll-on deoderant, | w o n a pennant. They won i t
After the game,
g
although they didn't rebound surely, deserves inclusion on the! with talent amassed by -Paul
:
Shults commented that this Seminary tonight.
up to par.. Outside, Tom Me- list of lovable American frills, j Richards. And while the rockThough
it
was
close
all
the
was the team's best effort.
Kune got seven assists, and Tor this reason, it is particu-jets go off over Comisky Park
Leghorn was his usual self, way, the Shultsmen always had Bob Voorhees played his usual larly painful to watch the na-jshenn Lollar is growing ld
old
the
spark
too
open
up
a
lead
scoring 22 points and pulling
i
t
d ! and the
h White
Whit Sox
S are ihearied
h
tional pastime
torn
assunder!
when the opposition edged too scrambling game.
down 20 rebounds.
with the abandon displayed by j | O r a long winter in the second
close.
TRINITY
ST. THOMAS
baseball's
three-piece-suit-set, j division.
Tom McKune made like Bob
BlocksMge Shines
B F Pfs
Si f FU
222| ! the owners, at the Dec. 5-7 St. | So next spring there will be
5 15 Madden
Rufus Blbcksidge played a Cousy, getting the Bantams of f jIBlksdg
2
0 6 Zanbor
Drynan
o 8 Louis meeting of Great Minds. I io teams in the American
very fine gxsie. He scored 25 to a fast start with fine assists Leghrn
6 14 Cauley
1 13 Egress
5 4 14" These gents
(known to j League. The A.L. was badly
points and got 15 rebounds. and j u m p-s Iro t s. But St. McKune
0 2 Engbsrs o o o j America's legion of lockerroom j humiliated last summer in two
Bralove
Thiis was quite a feat, consid- Thomas battled the locals on Snslln
2 2 Lynch
0 0 Mahonj* o o o i poets, tihe baseball writers, as; all-star games. They have
ering that bigger Leghorn and even terms for the rest of the Ewing
Simeone 2 2 61 "moguls" or " m a g n a t e s " , (teams bidding high for the
Drynan were also ready to first period.
Drflngr
°_?_fihave never found the answer services of Harry Chiti and
pounce, on any stray s.hot.
27 14 631 to one basic question: is base- others of his ilk. Whore are
27 20 71
Scrappy playmakers Tom
,
Tight Second Half
.27-14-63
MeKune and Bob Voorhees Trinity maintained between a HaUtime score: 36-32, Trinity ball a sport or a business? To they going to get 50 more
the fan, the antics of grown,major l e a g u e ballplayers?
again fed the "big" men as three to six point bulge for the 1 Frosh
men romping about in flannels j They had better find 50 more
seems hardly businesslike. But j while they are at it, since the
this : question continues to j National League will need live*
puzzle. Even the august legis- stock for-.Houston and New
lator Estes Kefeauver has been York entries in 1962.
known to stop chasing crap
Moderns vs. Memories
shooters long enough to spec- The owners again demonulate on the proper classifica- strated their collective stupidtion fcr this delightful mad- ity when they blithely mness.
. creased- the schedule to 16-3
Fans Abused -•
games. This will make ail
Obviously major 1 e a g u e! comparisons of post-1961 per.
baseball is a business. But it j f ormances With past achievemust run witih a knowledge of ments suspect. Ernie Banks is
and concern for the clientele. interesting to the fans. Tihis is
The real baseball fan, the fel- partly because he" is playing
low. who has been lining the I against the memory of Honus
pockets of 'moguls" for gen-j Wagner.
erations, is being abused in thel It must surely be baseball's
latest doings.
j final degradation to have the
In the first place, regardless j Gene Autry pickin' and a
of what Bill Veeck may think, I grinnin* around the scene and
nine innings of sound hardball I shooting it out with Walter
is still a very marketable com- O'Malley for the right to use
modity in this land. Those who that hideous L.A. playground.
don't respect this basic intelli- It could be that it is* time to
gence of tihe fan should "seekI draw upon the "eternal" R.eemployment elsewhere. Veeck | publican Party to save hardhas always felt constrained to ball. Why not put Barry
embellish the game with good- Goldwater to work? The Triies. Last - year he gave away pod sports department urges
green stamps, a new convert- the election of Senator Goldible f.to a 13-year old girl), waater as Commissioner of
1,000 jars of pickles and he j Baseball.

IM SCENE

Paul Farbanish {B.S.E E., Lehigh '58) is a development engineer with design responsibilities for IBM's new solid state 1401 computer system.

HE'S MAPPING NEW WAYS TO BEAT
TRAFFIC JAMS IN LOGICAL SYSTEMS
Paul Farbanish analyzes the widely varied loads placed
on computer systems by different applications. One .of
his assignments is to design new and alternate ways for
data to move from unit to unit with the greatest speed
and reliability.
- "
To do his job fie has become familiar with many challenging areas of electronics. Within the> 1401 system
alone he deals with circuits, data flow control, inputoutput, storage, etc.
if a young engineer wants to move rapidly into the
most advanced areas of electronics, he would do well to
consider IBM. In the fast-expanding world of data

systems and its many peripheral fields, a man is given all
the responsibility he is able to handle. New ideas and
new ways of doing things are not only welcome but actively encouraged.

DEC. 8—As intramural vol7:45 p.m.
leyball heads into its final AD -(4-0) .vs. Pike (2-2)
week of competition, five QED (2-2.) vs. Jarvis H-3)
teams currently dominate the Brownell (1-3) vs. DPhi (3-1)
action.
8:30 p.m.
In the National League, Sig- Jaguars (0-4) vs. NEDS (4-0)
ma-' Nu, Alpha Chi Rho and DEKE (1-3) vs. St. A (1-3)
NEDS have undefeated 4-0 recDec. 13, 7 p.m.
ords. In the American League, DEKE vs. QED
undefeated Alpha Delta Phi Browne]! vs. AD
leads with four victories, fol- St. A vs. Pike
lowed by Delta Phi with a- 3-1
.
7:45 p . m .
record.
,
j Jaguars vs. Theta Xi
This week's schedule is as!Bantams vs. Crow
follows, with • the won a-nd loss j NEDS vs. Sigma Nu
records of the teams in paren. 8:30 p.m.
thesis.
DPhi vs. Jarvis'
Dec. 12, 7 p.m.
Phi Psi vs. Psi U
Crow (4-0) vs. Sigma Nu (4-0)
Finals will be held Dec. 15
Theta Xi (2-2) vs. Psi U'Q-31
for the winning teams in each
Bantams (1-3) vs. Phi Psi (0-4)j league.

Navy, Rated National
Leader, Halts Datkmen

DEC. 9.-Navy maintained.Navy's top man Ted Gui-nee
their hold on first place of; 15-8, 15-10, 15-s!
played
the . National Intercollegiate! almost flawless squash and
Squash Rackets Association, continually caught his opponwith a convincing 7-2 victory jent off balance with accurate
accuiat
over Trinity tonite. The mid-' two-wall shots
*
shipmen carried a 3-0 record \ m i c b R e t u r n s '
ests to: Manager of Technical Employment, IBM Corpomto the match, including a 6-3: v\,
1Wn,
ration, Dept. 9 0 1 , 5 9 0 Madison Ave., New York 2 2 , N. Y.
victory over Williams Liter'
earlier UvPoi.-. a b s e n c e ^
^
*
today. Navy has also beaten |
match. 3-2,
Amfaerst 9-0, and Dartmouth I comin
g
from
behind
to defeat
You naturally have a better chance to grow with a growth company.
8-1.
Bob Burns by winning the last
Trinity's number one man, two sets.
Don Mills, again displayed j c
brilliant form in
Don Mills (,T) defeated Ted
HIOPEN ROCKS, £
Gurnee (Nl 15-s 15-10 15.3 •
I ALWAYS K^EW YOU'RE
RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE
YOU HAVE TO THMK FOR VOURSBLF,.
A M A N WHO THINKS
Kit Ulick. (T) defeated Bob
FOR. HIMSEJ.F, PAD
AND THINK FAST! •
Burns tN} 16-15, 10-15 6-15
THAT WHY YOU
B:
15-10/15-10; Lee Perkarv UNJ
SMOKE wegRoy?
NICE AND
defeaated Bob Spahr (Tj"i2 V
SMOOTH'
15-10 18-15, 1 S . 1 4 ; J i m
^
NO! LOOK AT
THE CANYON
IN, defeated Bob P o p e ( T j
15-9, 15-14, 15-9; Dennis Sullivan «NJ defeated Mac w T O
(T) 16-14, 1S-15, 1 4 . 1 6 1 7 1 r .
GOT
John
Baehr , N / drfca 'ori P '
GOT
The IBM representative will be interviewing on your
campus this year. He will be glad to discuss with you the
many challenging jobs that are open at IBM—whether in
development, research, manufacturing or programming.
Your placement office will make an appointment for you.
Or you may write, outlining your background and inter-

IBM

Open the door to pleasure-make it Schaefer all
around! You'll get alt the
pleasure of the first beer,
every beer through.

iceroys got it...
at both ends

" Jtm is taking his son Bob on his first
"white water" canoe t r i p . . .
THE f . & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY. N. Y.

Jim had spotted the slate
formation In the canyon
. . . and realized smooth,
inviting slicks could hide
death-dealing fiat rocks!

THE
RLTiR...

THE
BLEND!

Hubby (T) 15-9

J3 ,«?-'

